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Abstract:
This paper introduces the state-of-the-art of pulsed eddy current NDT systems and their
practice for surface defect measurement. Experiments of pulsed eddy current inspection on
the cracks with the dimensional parameters varying in three cases: (1) different depths; (2)
different widths; (3) variable depth and width with fixed crack volume have been reported.
Quantitative surface defects can be estimated by a substantial relations between the defect
depth, width and the peak amplitudes. It can be derived that the differential output peak value
is more sensitive to the depth of surface defects than the variation of width in static
measurement.
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1. Introduction
Pulsed eddy current (PEC) testing is a new technology of eddy current testing technology.
PEC testing possesses over many advantages against the conventional eddy current testing,
including more wider detection depth, rich information about defects and high robustness of
anti-interference[1]. Most of the eddy current applications use single frequency excitation,
which means that a sinusoidal current with a well adapted frequency is employed for each
particular application. In this case, the information is generally given from the analysis in
terms of amplitude and phase. But these two parameters can be insufficient to characterize or
discriminate some discontinuities of conductivity in the materials. So, a multiple frequency
method can be used. To obtain the depth information of defects, multiple frequency
measurements have been combined to provide a more rigorous assessment of structural
integrity by reducing signal anomalies that many otherwise mask the flaws[2-5]. PEC sensing

is a new and emerging technique that has been particularly developed and devised for surface
and subsurface flaw measurements. PEC techniques excite the probe’s excitation coil with a
repetitive broadband pulse, usually a rectangular wave. The probe provides a series of
voltage-time data pairs as the induced field decays, and since the produced pulses consist of a
broad frequency spectrum, the reflected signal contains important depth information.
Physically, the field is broadened and delayed as it travels deeper into the highly dispersive
material, and flaws or other anomalies close to the surface affect the eddy current response
earlier than deeper flaws[6-7]. Peak values and zero crossing times have been used for flaw
detection and identification[8]. At present, this method obtains the widespread applications in
the airplane structure, the pressure vessel, the nuclear power station heat change pipeline and
so on for key equipment's flaw testing.
2. Experimental Principles
Figure1 is the pulsed eddy current non-destructive testing system. The system mainly
consists of the signal generating device, the eddy current probe with the giant magnetic
resistance sensor (GMR), signal conditioning circuit and the signal processing and so on. The
sample has a surface slot. Briefly, the system works as follows: the waveform generator
produces a rectangular waveform with variable frequency and duty cycle. The waveform is
fed to a coil driver circuit, which excites the induction coil in the probe with pulsed current.
The pickup sensor measures the vertical resultant magnetic field, which is the sum of the one
generated by the excitation coil and the opposing one generated by the induced eddy current
in the sample. A voltage amplifier with variable gain then amplifies the signal so that the
dynamic input range of the data acquisition card [or analogy-to-digital (A/D) converter card]
can be used effectively. The A/D card will convert the input signal into digital data ready to
be processed by software in the PC. The software performs communication with the data
acquisition card, the control of the data transfer from DAQ card buffer to the PC RAM, signal
pre-processing of the results on the PC monitor. Peak values , zero crossing time and peak
time have been used for flaw detection and identification.

Figure 1. The pulsed eddy current non-destructive testing system

2.1 Signal generator
The CALTEKCA1640-02 function generator is used as the signal generator, which
produces the 0.02Hz~2MHz duty cycle. It is a continuously adjustable square-wave signal,
and the frequency is also continuously adjustable. Signal scope output is not along with
frequency shift. We use 50% duty cycle in the pulsed eddy current testing system, the
frequency is 1kHz, and the peak-to-peak value takes the drive signal for - 5V to the +5V
square-wave signal.
2.2 Design of probe framework dimension
Figure 2 is the dimension of the probe. It is made of cylindrical magnetic core wound with
circled 220 turns of lacquer wires. The cylindrical magnetic core is 27mm in height with
inner diameter of 9mm, and outer diameter of 16mm. The lacquer wire is the line diameter
0.3mm line loop. And at the centre of cylindrical magnetic core giant magnetic resistance
sensor AAH002-02 is deployed, and it is used to acquire the PEC signal. To reduce the
influence of lift-off effect, the probe is close to the testing sample surface

Figure 2. The dimension of the probe

2.3 Giant magnetic resistance sensor (GMR)
As shown in Figure 2, giant magnetic resistance sensor AAH002-02 is at the centre of
cylindrical magnetic core. Probes based on pickup coil, Hall sensor and GMR sensor became
research focus on satisfying fast, accurate and complicated surface flaw measurement for
nondestructive testing. The conventional pickup coil is applied to the high frequency testing,
its sensitivity is very low in the low frequency area[9]. But GMR sensor’s frequency range is
very wide (0~1MHz). GMR sensor is very small, and the output circuit integrates on the
sensor chip. It will have the better anti-interference ability than the conventional probe of
pickup coil.
GMR sensor has two merits compared with the conventional Hall sensor. First, it also can
produce good output in very weak magnetic field. The sensitivity of typical Hall sensor is
50V/T under the 5V power supply, while that of GMR sensor can reach 200V/T. Second, the
maximum ambient temperature of steady work for GMR can reach 150℃ but that for Hall

sensor is only 100℃. The weak signal of GMR’s output can be amplified by INA129. Output
of INA129 can reach±10V. GMR can be applied to current testing, displacement testing,
speed and place testing, and so on.
2.4 Signal processing unit
The signal processing unit consists of data acquisition and data processing. The Adlink
DAQ2010 data acquisition card is used to acquire the data; The sampling frequency is 100
kHz. Through filtering, analyzing and processing of acquisition data by MATLAB, the main
flaw features can be extracted, thus surface crack is detected and quantified.
3. Surface crack experiments
3.1 Flaw characterization
First, simulated cracks were characterized using the samples described in Figure 3. The
flaws are indicated by the notation: D-W-L (mm).
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Figure 3. The dimension of the surface crack

3.2 Simulated crack description
First, we considered a large flaw of 30×1.5 mm2, positioned at different surface depths D
which is different from 0.5mm to 2.5mm , with step of 0.5mm (Table 1).
Second, The characterization of the width W of the flaws is made of five flaws at the same
depth D (1.5mm) and the same length L=30mm (Table 2).
Finally, in order to differentiate influence factors between the depth D and the width W,
we considered to use the same surface flaw volume, which length is same, while its depth D
and width W are different (Table 3).Through some experiments, the quantitative conclusions
on surface defect can be made by a strong relation between defect depth and defect width and
the peak amplitude.

Table 1. Simulated cracks used to characterize the surface depth D

Flaws

D1

D2

D3

Size: L×W
D(mm)

D4

D5

2.0

2.5

30×1.5 mm2
0.5

1.0

1.5

Table 2. Simulated cracks used to characterize the width W

Flaws

W1

W2

W3

Size: L×D
W(mm)

W4

W5

2.0

2.5

30×1.5 mm2
0.5

1.0

1.5

Table 3. Simulated cracks used to characterize the surface cracks volume V

Flaws

V1

V2

L(mm)

V3

V4

30

D(mm)

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

W(mm)

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.5

3.3 Signal processing
Generally, the PEC differential signal is used for defect detection because its peak value
can be used to be as defect characterisation. This differential signal is computed by
subtracting the reference signal detected on a flawless section of the material from the
response signal. It is obvious that the differential signal is noisy. As a result, it is hard to
obtain a robust peak value from a single noisy response. A noisy removal method, filter is
required. We use the experimental set-up of a GMR PEC probe to detect the surface slot
defect of an aluminium sample as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the denoised differential
PEC signal by wavelet transform. The quantitative conclusions on surface defect can be made
by the peak value and zero crossing time and peak time.
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Figure 4. Denoised differential signal

4. Experimental results
Using the above methods, we test the defects that only surface depths are different
(Table1), only widths are different (Table2), and, depths and widths are different, but defect
volumes are the same (Table3). The experimental results are shown in the following figures,
and the curves respectively describe the peak value, zero crossing time and peak time of
different defects.
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Figure 5. Output peak value for different crack width W and different crack depth D (a) and Tm for different
crack width W and different crack depth D (b)
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Figure 6. Output peak value for different crack width W and different crack depth D
at the same surface crack volume

First, when the depth D and the length L are the same, only the width is different, the
experimental results show that the output peak value increases as the flaw width W widens,
but the zero crossing time is nearly the same. Tm is the zero crossing time. The slope curve is
smooth gradually, when the surface defect width W reaches the certain extent, the curve peak
value will keep constant.
Second, when the length L and the width W are the same, only the depth is different, the
experimental results show that the output peak value increases as the flaw depth D increases.
It can test 0.5mm surface flaw depth. The flaw depth has the very good testing effect when it
is bigger or equal to 1.5mm. The experimental results are in Figure 5(a).
Figure 5(b) proves that the zero crossing time of depth D has bigger variety than that of
the width variety. While the width is different, the zero crossing time is nearly the same.
When the depth D is different, the zero crossing increases as the flaw depth D rises.
Therefore, it means that the zero crossing time describes the defect depth.
Finally, when both the depth D and the width W are different with the same volume, the
influence of the crack depth D to the peak value is much larger compared with the width W,
and it shows that the output peak value is more sensitive to the crack depth D. Therefore, it is
necessary to determine the depth D prior to the width W, because the maximum △Bym
depends on these three parameters. △Bym is the differential magnetic field measured
respectively on a healthy and flawed area. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6.
5. Conclusions
This paper introduces the state-of-the-art of pulsed eddy current NDT systems and their
practice for surface defect measurement. Experiments of pulsed eddy current inspection on
the cracks with the dimensional parameters varying in three cases: (1) different depths; (2)

different widths; (3) variable depth and width with fixed crack volume have been reported.
Experimental results indicated: Using the pulsed eddy current transient behaviour and the
frequency range wideband characteristic in the surface defect testing, it can give quantitative
evaluation of flaw in terms of the position, the size and so on, according to the peak value
preliminary. It can be derived that the differential output peak value is more sensitive to the
depth of surface defects than the variation of width in static measurement.
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